The Constructive Lift Monad Anders Kock March 28, 1995 The lift monad is the construction which to a poset freely adjoins a bottom element to it, or equivalently (from the classical viewpoint), the construction which freely adjoins suprema for subsets with at most one element. In constructive mathematics (i.e. inside a topos), these two constructions are no longer equivalent, since the equivalence is based on the boolean reasoning that a set with at most one element either is a singleton fxg, or is empty.
Likewise based on boolean reasoning is the proof of two important properties of the lift monad T: 1) If a poset C has ltered suprema, then so does TC. 2 ) Every poset with a bottom element ? is "free", i.e. comes about by applying T to some poset (namely the original poset less the bottom).
Both these properties fail to hold constructively, if the lift monad is interpreted as "adding a bottom"; see Remark below. If, on the other hand, we interpret the lift monad as the one which freely provides supremum for each subset with at most one element (which is what we shall do), then the rst property holds; and we give a necessary and su cient condition that the second does. Finally, we shall investigate the lift monad in the context of (constructive) locale theory.
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The lift monad on posets
We shall consistently talk about the arbitrary topos in which we work as if it were the category of sets.
There are several ways to describe the free cocompletion T(C) of a poset C with respect to suprema over subterminal sets (i.e. over sets with at most one element). We shall give two descriptions (equivalent in all toposes). The rst is simpler, and the second makes the monad structure, universal properties etc. clearer, and in particular, puts the lift monad into the general context of cocompletion monads.
In the rst description, T(C) is given as the set of partial elements of C, meaning the set of maps U ! C with U a subterminal set, i.e. a subset of the one-point set 1. The set of these partial elements inherits a partial order from that of C in combination with the partial order on the set of subsets of 1; we shall describe this partial order in a more general context, replacing the set 1 by an arbitrary set X; not so much for the added generality, but for psychological reasons: it is easier to think of the lattice of subsets of an unspeci ed set X, rather than on the lattice of subsets of 1 (=the lattice of truth values).
For any poset C and any set X, we may form a new poset T X (C), bered over (X) (= the set of subsets of X) as follows. Its elements are partial maps from X to C, i.e. maps of form c : U ! C, where U X is a subset.
The order relation on these partial maps is the obvious one:
(c : U ! C) (d : V ! C) if U V and c d j U (= the restriction of d to U). (Thus T X (C) is the total space of the bration over (X) obtained by the Grothendieck construction i j. For each xed i 2 I, we have a family of elements in Hom(U i ; C) indexed by " i (= the set of elements in I above i), namely c j j U i for j i: (1) This evidently is a ltered family, and since Hom(U i ; C) inherits from C the property of having ltered suprema, the family ( 1) has a supremum, which we call d i .
We claim that
For the inequality , let c j j U i be one of the elements participating in the supremum de ning d i . Pick an index l dominating both j and k (using that I is ltering). Then c j c l j U j , so c j j U i c l j U i = (c l j U k ) j U i d k j U i ; the last inequality because c l j U k paticipates in the supremum that de nes d k . So d i d k j U i . For the other inequality: since the restriction map Hom(U k ; C) ! Hom(U i ; C) preserves ltered suprema (in fact all kind of algebraic structure which C has), it follows that d k j U i is the supremum of the family of elements c l j U i for l k, thus is the supremum of the larger famly of elements c l j U i for l i, so is d i . This proves the claim. in T X (C) for all i, e is de ned on a subset W of X containing S U i , and we have c i c j j U i e j U i for all j i, and since d i was de ned as sup of such c j j U i , d i e j U i . This holds for all i, from which follows that d (e j S U i ) in Hom( S U i ; C), so d e in T X (C). So d is the least upper bound, as required.
In a similar vein, we have the follwing, easier, Proposition. In the formulation we give, "sup-lattice" means that all suprema exist; "inf-lattice" may be taken to mean either that all in ma, or all nite in ma only, exist.
Proposition 2 If C is a a sup lattice, resp. an inf lattice, resp. a frame, then so is T X (C).
Proof. This is easier than the previous Proposition; the reason (which also allows one to prove an array of related results) is that C now has all suprema, implying in particular that left Kan extensions with values in it exist, in particular, if i : U ! V is an inclusion, and a : U ! C a map, there is a smallest a : V ! C with a i = a. To get suprema in T X (C) of a family a i : U i ! C with U i X, one forms W a i in the frame Hom( S U i ; C), where a i denotes the Kan extension of a i to S U i . Similarly the meet of a : U ! C and b : V ! C is just (a j U \V )^(b j U \V ). We leave the proof of the frame distributivity law a \ W b i = W (a \ b i ) to the reader: for this, one uses both the frame distributivity law in the individual hom-sets Hom(U; C), as well as the frame distributivity law for the lattice (X). (So if C is a coframe, i.e. C op is a frame, it does not, similarly, follow that T X (C) is a coframe. In fact, it won't be, in general; see the comparison in Section 2 below between the op-lift and scone monads.)
We leave to the reader to prove the following results in the same spirit. Remark. For the simple monad 1 + ? on POS, ("freely adding a bottom element"), the conclusions of Propositions 1 and 2 fail, unless the topos is a deMorgan one (in the sense of 6]). For the 1-point poset 1 is a frame, and (hence) also has ltered sup, but 1+1 cannot be a frame, nor have ltered sup unless the topos is deMorgan. The rst statement is clear from 6], and the second can be reduced to it: for, if U 1 is subterminal, 1 + U is ltered ( ltered, of course, means: inhabited, and ...). (I am indebted to Steve Vickers for this argument). Therefore the inclusion 1 + U 1 + 1 has a supremum. Thinking of U as a truth value 2 , this provides a retraction of onto 1 + 1 , and this again implies deMorgan's law, cf. loc.cit.
The T X , as described, is an endofunctor on the category POS of posets; we write T for the special case where X = 1. This T is (the functor part of) the lift monad, in the rst description. To describe its monad structure and further special properties, we give a second description, namely: T(C) 4 is the set of quasi-principal subsets of C, in the sense of De nition 2 below.
This second description will also put T into the context of order completion monads in general, in the sense extensively studied in the literature, cf. e.g. of principal lower sets, and it clearly factors through T. It remains to be seen that the "multiplication" of J (which is union formation) restricts to one for T. So we should prove that if F J(C) is a quasi-principal family (in the ordering ) of quasi-principal subsets of C, then S F is a quasi-principal subset of C. So is supremum formation for quasi-principal subsets) (4) C can be equipped with structure of algebra for the monad T. If either of these conditions hold, C is called weakly cocomplete. Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is standard: analyzing the universal property of supremum formation in adjointness terms. The equivalence of (3) and (4) follows because the monad T is a KZ-monad in the sense of 14].
We now follow 23] and 21] in generalizing the way-below notion, and related concepts from continuous lattice theory into general order completion theory, here for the weak cocompletion (which is a "union-complete subset system", in the terminology of 23]).
Let C be a weakly cocomplete poset, and a,b 2 C. We say that b is Tway-below a, written b T a, if for every quasi-principal D with a sup D, we have b 2 D. We say that a is T-compact, or positive if a T a. We say 7 that C is T-continuous if the supremum formation sup : T(C) ! C has a left adjoint +, (which is then necessarily given by + (a) = the set of elements T-way-below a), and we say that C is T-algebraic if it is of the form T(B) for some poset B (which is then necessarily (isomorphic to) the poset of positive elements of C).
We shall henceforth often omit the subscript T when referring to these notions.
(Note that in the boolean situation, an element is positive i it is not the bottom element; the present positive way of expressing this property is related to a notion of "positive elements in locales" considered in 8] and 18]. In fact, for any poset with a top element, an element a is T-compact i every cover of a is inhabited.)
For In 13], it is shown that if a set X carries an algebra structure : TX ! X for the partial-map-classi er monad, this structure gives rise to a (shallow) partial order on X, with supremum formation; but is not adjoint to the unit X ! TX, since the latter is not order-preserving. So the partial- Remark 3. Proposition 1 and 3, for X = 1, i.e. for the lift monad T posets, can easily be upgraded to the statement that there is a distributive law of the monad Idl over the lift monad T, so that T lifts to a monad on the category of Idl-algebras (=posets with ltered suprema). One just has to further observe that f C has ltered suprema, the unit C ! TC preserves them (as does the multiplication of the monad, being a left adjoint).
I don't know to what extent the distributive laws between T and the "nonempty suprema monad" P + , considered in the context of classical boolean logic in 5], carry over to the constructive setting.
Lift and scone for locales
According to Proposition 2, T(C) is a frame whenever C is, but the monad T; #; S is not a monad on the category FRM of frames, since the unit map #: C ! T(C) does not preserve bottom element, so is not a frame map. There is, however, a left adjoint sup : T(C) ! C for #, since a frame is cocomplete, hence weakly cocomplete. But it is easy to see, using the frame we already argued that^in TC is just \. So this means that we should prove that is taken to be the truth value of the statement that a is positive. This is a left adjoint (cf. 8]) so preserves sup, and the assumption 2) implies that it preserves nite infs as well, so it is a frame map, as required. To see the maximality of in FRM(C; D) , let : C ! D be any other frame map, and let a 2 C. We write a = W fa j a is positiveg (using the assumption of T-continuity of C, cf. the proof of Lemma 12). Then The preservation by post-composition is now clear, so 3) holds. Assume 3). Then in particular there is a "universally" maximal frame map : C ! (i.e. preserved by post-composition). By the universality, is a maximal frame map C ! C (where : ! C denotes the unique such frame map), and hence identity map of C, which is one of the inequalities for proving left adjoint to ; the other inequality is trivially an equality, since is an initial frame. But now this adjointness a implies that (a) in fact is the truth value of "a is positive", cf. again 8].
To prove 1), we construct a left adjoint frame map : C ! T(C) for sup.
The candidate we present for this is given by , but we still have to argue that the constructed is a frame map, i.e. that it commutes with nite inf; this is an easy consequence of the fact that and sup do. So 1) is proved.
: O(X) ! corresponds, by soberness, to a unique point x 0 of X, maximal with respect to the specialization ordering. Conversely, if 4) holds, the assumed maximal point witnesses that the space X is inhabited, and for any inhabited space X, O(X) is evidently T-continuous. The maximal point corresponds to a maximal frame map O(X) = C ! , and we have to see that it remains maximal by post-composition with any frame map. Let D be any frame, let : C ! D be an arbitrary frame map, and : ! D the unique such frame map. To prove (a) ( (a)), it su ces, since O(X) is supgenerated by inhabited subsets, to consider the case when a is an inhabited subset. But then x 0 2 a, being maximal in the specialization ordering, and so (a) is true 2 , so ( (a)) = 1, so the inequality is trivial. This proves 3), and thus the Theorem.
Classically, i.e. in a boolean topos, the lift monad T on LOC considered here just freely adds a bottom element to (the underlying poset of) the frame C. One may also want, instead, to freely add a top element to it C + 1, as is done in e.g. 4] p. 122, to get a co-lift monad on LOC. This works in a boolean topos; but it does not work in general, for the similar reason as considered before, namely that 1 is a frame, but 1+1 not. And now the formal dual of the lift monad does not work either: it is the functor C 7 ! (T(C op )) op which to a poset freely adjoins subterminal in ma, and reasonably could be called the (constructive) op-lift monad. For, when applied to a frame, the resulting poset will not in general be a frame. To wit, applied to the one-element frame 1, the op-lift monad gives op which is not a frame, in general.
However, a construction that works in general has been considered, (at least for toposes rather than locales), namely the scone construction, cf. loc.cit. p. 190. For locales this construction S may be described as follows.
Let C be a frame. Let be the frame of truth values. There is a unique frame map : ! C, with right adjoint (locale map) : C ! . Then S(C) is the subframe of C consisting of pairs ( ; a) with ( ) a or equivalently (a). (Thus, S(C) arises as the comma construction # C). Note that the constructive lift monad on locales, considered above, may also be described by a comma category construction, namely T(C) = C # .
The scone construction on LOC carries a monad structure, it is in fact a KZ monad (structures are left adjoint to units; but recall that the direction of the 2-cells is governed by the inverse image maps (frame maps)).
The following result is basically known (except possibly for the condition 2)), from 10], (cf. also 9], 4]), and is included for completeness, and for comparison with the previous theorem on the lift monad T on LOC Theorem 14 Let C be a locale. Then t.f.a.e. 1) C admits a structure for the scone-monad S on LOC.
2 (The reason for the equivalence of condition 2) and 1) is that the scone construction is really a special case of that "comma-category" op-KZ-monad on CAT=S whose algebras Street in 20] identi ed as being the brations over S ("Chevalley Criterion"); here, S is taken to be the poset .)
